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COVID-19: Interrupts

Regular School Schedule

CHS and Cook County Schools care about the

health and wellness of our students and their

families, and because of that the decision was

made to move to a hybrid schedule for a short

period of time in order to lessen the number

of positive Covid-19 cases and exposure.

Students have been assigned work that they

can work on during the days that they are not

in school, and other resources are available for

parents and students on the Cook High School

Website.

If you have any questions, you can email Mrs.

Phillips.

Talk about �is wi� your students!
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CHS Teachers welcome students for �e 2021-2022 school year!

Meet your RTI Coordinator:

Shelli Phillips

Mrs. Shelli Phillips is the CHS English Department

Head, CHS RTI Interventionist, and Current

Teacher of the Year.  She has been teaching for

twenty-one years, and she loves helping students

discover new information.

An investment in KNOWLEDGE pays the best interest!

https://chs.cook.k12.ga.us/
https://chs.cook.k12.ga.us/


76% 47% 35%
76:% RTI Students Passing ALL Classes

One of the main areas of

focus for Mrs. Phillips is

to make sure RTI

students are passing all of

their courses to earn the

maximum number of

credits.  Out of 46

possible classes, RTI

students are currently

passing 35  classes.

47% Deficit in Ma�

The quantile range is a

measure showing a snapshot

of a student’s progress

toward college and career

readiness.  Your student

should be at a 1070Q on the

quantile range; however, our

RTI students average a 566Q

currently.

35% Deficit in Reading

The lexile range is a

measure showing a

snapshot of a student’s

progress toward college and

career readiness in Reading.

Your student should be at a

1050L on the lexile range;

however, our RTI students

average a 688L currently.

Focus Skills for

English in RTI

For the beginning of the school year, students

will begin by focusing on context clues and

plot structure to help boost reading

comprehension.  By focusing on these skills,

students are building not only their

comprehension skills but also their

vocabulary, reading fluency, and lexile.

You can help your student use these context

clues skills daily by talking about words with

them.  Use more difficult words in text

messages with them.  Talk about words they

don’t know on products you buy in the

grocery store.  When you are talking at home,

use more difficult words and talk about their

meanings.  Maybe even have a new “word of

the day” at home that everyone learns and

uses.  If you make it fun, they will want to do

it!

Context Clues:  Hints an au�or gives to help you figure out �e meaning!



Focus Skills for

Math in RTI

For the beginning of the school year, students will

begin by focusing on getting the fundamentals of

upper level math concepts.  Knowing your times

tables is a great start.  Students need to transition

to using the technology that is available to them,

such as calculators and graphing websites like

Desmos.   Furthermore, all of the skills involved in

solving multi-step equations are building blocks

that these students will be using for years to come.

You can help your student at home by randomly

quizzing them about their times tables.  If they

want dessert, they have to tell you what eight times

seven is!  Have them show you their calculator and

explain what some of the buttons do.  Go to

Desmos together and graph some functions.  Try

creating an equation to solve and see if you can

solve each other's equation.  Have them explain to

you the steps involved.  If you show interest in it,

they will be excited to show you what they know

how to do!

Parent/Teacher Teamwork ALWAYS Improves Student Achievement

When parents and students work together, students ALWAYS benefit.

According to the National Center for Educational Technology, “parental

involvement in education has been shown to be positively correlated

with children’s academic motivation and achievement, attitudes toward

school work, self-efficacy, behavioral functioning, and social

competence (El Nokali, Bachman, & Votruba-Drzal, 2010; McWayne,

Hampton, Fantuzzo, Cohen, & Sekino, 2004; Reynolds, Weissberg, &

Kasprow, 1992).” By communicating with one another regularly and

discussing what helps your child most, we can be a team for improving

your child’s school performance.

Multi-step Equations: Building Blocks for Ma� Comprehension!



tel:    229.896.2213

Mrs. Phillips Email: shelliphillips@cook.k12.ga.us

chs.cook.k12.ga.us
9th English Google Classroom

10th English Google Classroom

9th Math Google Classroom

10th Math Google Classroom

https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/Mzc3MjA1MTQxNzgz
https://classroom.google.com/u/0/c/Mzc3MjA1MTQxODE2
https://classroom.google.com/c/MjI2NDE3Mzc0NDk4
https://classroom.google.com/c/MzcxNzkwNDYyMTEy

